PROBLEMS OF MEDICAL EXPERTISE FOR DISEASES THAT BRING TO DISABILITY AND DEATH AS A RESULT OF RADIATION EXPOSURE INFLUENCE IN CONDITIONS OF THE CHERNOBYL CATASTROPHE IN REMOTE POSTACCIDENTAL PERIOD.
The Chornobyl catastrophe (ChCt) resulted in radiation exposure of great quantity of people. Amongthem there were personnel of Chernobyl NPP (ChNPP) and workers of supporting enterprises, radiation protectionprofessionals, clean-up workers of different specialties including military personnel that were send for liquidationof its consequences, inhabitants of the Prypyat city and Chernobyl 30km exclusive zone (including children) thatwere evacuated during first days after accident and population of radioactive contaminated territories. Loss ofhealth, disability and death as a result of radiation exposure influence in conditions of the ChCt under discharge ofprofessional, military or official duties and/or living on radiation contaminated territories not by his own fault callfor developing of special form of medical expertise as part of medical social protective system for this contingents.The objective of the study was to analyze the state of medical and social expertise for the interdependence of thediseases that bring to the disability and death with the impact of the Chornobyl accident consequences for the adultpopulation and to determine the main directions for improvement of this system. The analysis of the medical expertise state for the interdependence of the diseases thatbring to the disability and death by the effect of the Chornobyl accident consequences for the adult population ina remote post-accidental period during 2013-2017 years (26142 personal medical expert investigations) was per-formed. It was determined that the total number of population suffered from ChCt during 2007-2018 years reduced for 26.05 % or by 657,988 persons. At the same time, there has been rapid increase in the num-ber of victims with disability who received positive medical expertize certificate about interdependence of diseasewith effect of ChCt (the 1st category according Ukrainian legislation) - from 40,106 in 1995 to 107,115 in 2018. Theincrease in the frequency of medical expertise cases of oncological diseases - 51,49 %, as well as cases concerningthe interdependence of diseases that caused the deaths of the victims - 34,99 % were shown. The outstandingissues of the medical expertise of diseases interdependence with ChCt effects for certain categories of victims (thy-roid cancer in persons who have lost their status after reaching adulthood, the definition of the legitimacy of thestatus of victims for inhabitants of territories that undergone radiation ecological control (the 4th-V category) thatrequire changes and additions to the legislative framework are discussed.